
Abortion 



I was sitting in O.R.'s offices when I noticed a fetal development 

poster. The progression was so obvious, the eyes were so sweet. It 

hurt my heart, just looking at them. I ran outside and finally, it 

dawned on me. 'Norma', I said to myself, 'They're right'. I had 

worked with pregnant women for years. I had been through three 

pregnancies and deliveries myself. I should have known. Yet 

something in that poster made me lose my breath. I kept seeing 

the picture of that tiny, 10-week-old embryo, and I said to myself, 

that's a baby! It's as if blinders just fell off my eyes and I 

suddenly understood the truth — that's a baby!

I felt crushed under the truth of this realization. I had to face up 

to the awful reality. Abortion wasn't about 'products of 

conception'. It wasn't about 'missed periods'. It was about 

children being killed in their mother's wombs. All those years I 

was wrong. Signing that affidavit, I was wrong. Working in an 

abortion clinic, I was wrong. No more of this first trimester, 

second trimester, third trimester stuff. Abortion — at any point —

was wrong. It was so clear. Painfully clear. 

Won by Love by Norma McCorvey, 1998



Today’s Goals

•Discuss what abortion is

• Examine common pro-abortion answers given 

to the one relevant moral question

•Discuss the SLED test and give a reasoned 

response to that moral question

• Look at implications of those conclusions in 

other areas of bioethics

• Look at cultural trends on this issue today



What is abortion?



What is abortion?

•Abortion is intentionally taking the life of an 

unborn child in any trimester of development

•More than 53 million abortions performed in 

the US since Roe v. Wade in 1973

•More than 1 million each year (more than all 

US war casualty lists combined)

•More than 3,000 each day (9/11 attacks 

claimed ~3000 victims)

• PP performs roughly 1 in 4 of all US abortions

•>75% of mothers say they have abortions for 

some reason of convenience



Gosnell trial

•Abortionist Kermit 

Gosnell charged with 

killing 7 babies born alive 

and a 41-year old 

Bhutanese refugee

• Found guilty of 3 counts 

of first-degree murder 

and 1 count of third-

degree murder (along with 

211 counts of failure to 

comply with 24-hour wait 

period)



Only one question…

Q: As the Gosnell trial highlights: what is the 

difference between taking the baby’s life before 

she’s born vs. taking her life 5 minutes later  (or 

5 months later, 5 years later, 50 years later)?

A: There is no moral difference



Common arguments for 

abortion



Common arguments for abortion

“We should respect a mother’s 

right to chose (to take her 

unborn child’s life)”

• “If this is true, then we should 

also respect a mother’s right to 

choose to kill her 5-yr old.

• “Well, no!  Her 5-year old is a 

child.  We can’t let mothers kill 

their children indiscriminately!”

• “If it’s wrong to kill a 5-yr old 

because it’s a child, then the 

only question for us is ‘What is 

the unborn?’”



Common arguments for abortion

“We don’t know when life begins (therefore we 

can kill it).”

• If we don’t know when life begins, shouldn’t we be 

cautious to not take a life? (building demolition)

• Well, yes, but we know adult construction workers 

are valuable human beings; 

we’re not sure about 

the fetus.

• Then it comes back to the 

original question: 

‘What is the unborn?’



Common arguments for abortion

“It’s just a mass, a blob of tissue, part of the 

mother, etc.  It’s not a distinct human.”

• It’s alive

• It’s taking in nutrients, growing, following a 

development plan, forming a body architecture, 

etc.

• It’s alive, that’s the problem!  Otherwise why is 

an abortion in question?



“Just a mass” argument (cont.)

• It’s distinct from its mother

• It has a separate body plan being established

• Its cells have a genome that is distinct from the 

mother’s

• It’s human

• The cells, genome, body plan, etc. are 

specifically human



Common arguments for abortion

“Okay, it’s a human, but not a human person.”  

• So we have two categories:

Human

Human 
person

Human    
non-person



“not a human person” argument

•What would qualify someone as being a 

human non-person? What is the unborn?

• This is the fundamental question in the whole 

abortion debate

• Let’s examine this question through the SLED 

test



The SLED test



SLED test

• Size – “The fetus is not a person 

because it’s too small”

• Does value correspond to size?

• Does a man have 10x more 

value than a baby?

• If a baby is murdered, 

should the murderer get 

1/10
th

the sentence?

• Does a giant man twice the size 

of a regular man have twice the 

value?

• Would a murderer be 

charged with two crimes for 

killing him?

• Size doesn’t seem to have 

anything to do with value
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SLED test

• Appearance: “The unborn doesn’t look like 

a human being.”

• The unborn looks exactly like a human 

being at that stage of development

• “I am not an animal!  I am a human being!”   

- Elephant man



SLED test

• Level of development – “The fetus is not a person 

because it is underdeveloped”

• Are humans with disabilities 

less valuable than everyone 

else?

• Are humans with more abilities 

more valuable?

• Teenagers > young children, 

adults > teenagers?

• Tiger Woods more valuable 

because of his expertise?

• If we lose abilities/functions, 

aren’t we still ‘us’?
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SLED test

• Environment – “The fetus is 

not a person because it is 

in its mother’s womb”

• Do unborn babies forfeit 

their humanity because of 

location? 

• Preterm baby resting in her mother’s arms is 

protected, but it would be perfectly legal to 

take her life if she’s 6” away, inside her 

mother’s womb

• Do adults lose their value when they move 

from one room to another?

• Environment/location do not determine 

human value



SLED test

•Degree of dependency - “The fetus is not a 

person because he is dependent on his mother 

to survive”

• Is a newborn not dependent?  

• Where does dependency stop?

• Aren’t all members of a society dependent on 

others for survival?  Food, clothing, shelter, etc. 

• Many consider astronauts to be highly valuable 

human persons, but wouldn’t they lose their 

value because they’re dependent on others for 

oxygen, water, food, etc.?



Does abortion pass the SLED test?

• No:

• Size doesn’t grant value

• Value doesn’t grow with Level of development

• Environment is irrelevant to one’s value

• Degree of Dependency is likewise irrelevant

• Our original question: “What is the unborn?”

• A: a vulnerable human being

• Q: What do we do with vulnerable human beings?

• A: We protect them

• “If the unborn is not a human being, no moral 

justification is needed for abortion, but if she is, no 

moral justification is adequate.”



Extensions of the pro-life 

logic



Logical extensions

Is this only applicable to the procedure of 

abortion? Where else does this logic apply?

•Beginning-of-life issues:

• Stem cell research where embryos are produced 

for the explicit purpose of immortalizing into 

cell lines for research (i.e. “Embryonic Stem 

Cell Research”)

• RU-486 (morning-after pill)

• Abortifacient in birth control

• IVF 

• Cloning

• Infanticide



Logical extensions

•Mid-life issues

• Slavery

• Disabled persons

• Eugenic-specific issues – sterilization



Logical extensions

• End-of-life issues

• Suicide

• Euthanasia

• Honor/mercy killings



What are the trends today?



What are the trends today?

•Abortion rates have been declining for years

* Guttmacher Institute. In Brief, August 2011



What are the trends today?

•Crisis pregnancy centers have opened up 

around the country, offer help/options

•Widespread use of sonograms is changing 

how young people see the unborn



Where is the culture on this?



Where is the culture on this?

• Laws

• Law still hinges on Roe v. Wade

• Still, some victories in outlawing partial-birth 

abortion, things like recent Texas law



Where is the culture on this?

•Movies

• Challenges to culture of death mentality:

• The Island

• Never Let Me Go

• Horton Hears a Who

• Children of Men



Where is the culture on this?

•Movies

• Challenges to culture of death lifestyle:

• Juno

• Knocked-up



Questions?



Resources

• Pro-Life Answers to Pro-Choice Arguments –

Randy Alcorn

•Defending Life – Francis Beckwith

•Making Abortion Unthinkable (Stand to 

Reason – available at str.org)



Table Questions

•Why is the convenience of the mother/father 

not the primary issue if abortion is in question?

• Is abortion permissible in cases of rape?

• Isn’t a woman’s body her own? Can’t she do 

whatever she wants with her own body?

•Does experiencing emotional difficulty over the 

issue of abortion make an abortion morally 

permissible?


